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Gary & Maxeen Evans
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“A smile is a curve that sets everything straight.”
Phyllis Diller

** CHAPTER T GATHERING PLACE **
Sunrise Café - Middleton
200 E Main Street

Dinner 6 PM followed by the Gathering
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MAY CALENDAR
Tim Hursh
May 7

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY AWARENESS MONTH
MAY 5
CINCO DE MAYO RIDE TO BAKER CITY
LUNCH AT EL ERRADERO

Maxeen Evans
May 9
Chapter T – 8 Years!
May 10

MAY 12
OLD PENITENTIARY RENDEZVOUS W/CHAPTER G
BOISE – LUNCH TBD
MAY 13
MOTHER’S DAY

Happy

MAY 15
CHAPTER GATHERING, SUNRISE CAFÉ MIDDLETON
DINNER 6 PM FOLLOWED BY GATHERING
MAY 19
ARMED FORCES DAY RIDE
OWYHEE RESERVOIR – LUNCH IN VALE, OR
MAY 25-27
ZERMATT – A HOOT IN THE UTE
MIDWAY, UT

May 19, 2018

FLY YOUR FLAG !

May 13, 2018

GWRRA Anniversaries

MAY 27
MEMORIAL DAY OBSERVED – FLY YOUR FLAG!
102ND INDIANAPOLIS 500

Gary Evans – 21 years
Donna Monnier – 21 years

MAY 25-28
MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND
FLY YOUR FLAG!

Congratulations!

“There are as many special occasions in life as we choose to celebrate.”
Robert Brault
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Idaho District Team

In late June, Chapter T is on its
way to Joseph, OR. As part of the
Idaho District’s commitment to
engage multiple chapters for rides
or activities whenever possible,
Chapters T and B are looking to
rendezvous at some

3

point during the trip. This will be the first time
these two chapters will engage under their current
leadership. How exciting! Chapters T, G, and E in
Southern/Eastern Idaho are also well on their way
to coordinating some multi chapter rides. We are
encouraging more of these interactions in lieu of a
rally. But watch out for our 2019 Rally!

“My First Bike”

Springtime in Idaho –

1963 Honda 305 Super Hawk-2

Photo by Glen Goff

Shoshone Falls – March 31, 2018

You never know what you will encounter on the road!

Photo by Gary Evans

“Each experience we have plays its part in the total picture of our lives.”
Unknown
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Director’s Corner
Glen

Chapter T has gotten off to a great start with our Rides this
year, due in part to our flexibility in scheduling (or
rescheduling) around the fickle Spring weather. For the
first time, the thought occurred to me that it is actually
more comfortable to ride in the late Winter or early Spring
-- even with the attendant bone chilling temperatures -than to ride during the summer when temps often exceed
100 degrees. With heated clothing, it is possible to dress
comfortably for the worst that nature can confront you
with whereas during the summer, the rides on the hottest
of days are more of a challenge to stay comfortable and
guard against dehydration.

While you’re at it, remember to wear your Chapter
shirts as we will be taking pictures. Sonny and Mary
have invited the Chapter to their house after the
Gathering to enjoy ice cream with our birthday cake.
Thanks to Sonny and Mary for their generous invitation!

Interestingly, I have learned that the other Chapters in the
state have a riding season that is about two months
shorter than what we experience here in Southwest Idaho.
Chapter T is indeed fortunate to be physically located
where we are due to the opportunity to ride our
magnificent touring machines virtually 12 months out of
the year.

My personal thanks to all our Chapter members who
responded on short notice to the John Scholl Ride By
and visit on April 15, and especially to Joey who worked
diligently with Denise to make this visit possible. I know
that this visit was meaningful to both John and Denise.
We presented them with a framed photo collage that
captured some of their participation in Chapter T’s
activities over the years. We have missed them, and we
wish them the best as they continue with their
challenging journey.

Our Chapter will be celebrating its 8th birthday at the May
Gathering. Can you believe we’ve been together that
long? Our Membership Enhancement Coordinator (that’s
Ms Joey) may have a fun activity dreamed up to
commemorate this auspicious occasion, so I hope that
everyone will make it a point to show up for the May
Gathering.

New on the calendar – Chapter G is coming to town on
May 12 to visit the Old Idaho Penitentiary. Chapter T
will plan to rendezvous with them followed by lunch.
Further details are forthcoming, so watch your email.
Let’s have a good turnout and a warm welcome for our
good friends!

That’s all from my corner for the time being. Remember
to RIDE SAFE and keep the shiny side up! See you soon.

Glen Goff

Chapter Director
Idaho District Director

“Don’t miss out on something that could be amazing
just because it could also be difficult.”
Curiano.com
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Assistant Chapter Director
Own Your Share of the Road
Gary

My number of consecutive riding months continues.
I’m at 14 straight months now with April – I know
some of you are probably ahead of me – starting
with March 2017, following the deep snow of that
winter.
I still haven’t ridden many miles this Spring, so I’ve
not won any “most miles’ awards and may not. But
it has been good to be out some.
Maxeen and I had a schedule conflict with the
Chapter ride to Swan Falls, so mid-afternoon the day
before, after the weather broke, we hopped on the
bike and rode to Swan Falls and home through
Marsing. What a pretty 95-mile ride we had -- no
rain but quite a little wind and many, many tumble
weeds flying around.

However, when I am riding curvy roads, you will
find me migrating to the right side of the lane when
negotiating blind left corners. This keeps my
leaning bike away from the center line and extends
my view of the road ahead a few feet, giving me an
earlier opportunity to see a hazard around the
corner that wouldn’t be visible from the left track.
That’s all for now, except I would be interested to
hear from you about things you feel like you have
learned over the years about staying safe on the
road, so I could share them here as well.
So many roads, so little time – lets enjoy those
roads and that time safely.

Gary Evans

Asst Chapter Director
Now for my thoughts about my headline. I like to act
like I own the road, especially when riding solo, and
not be shy. With this in mind, I typically ride in the
left track. I know it puts me closer to oncoming
traffic, but it also discourages other drivers from
encroaching in my lane when they pass me and
similarly when someone in the oncoming line tries to
pass a car I am meeting.
Gary & Maxeen

“RIDE SAFE so you can RIDE AGAIN.”
Allstate Motorcycle
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Ready, Set … RIDE!!
Gary
It’s official – the 2018 riding season has begun! And as expected,
Chapter T members kicked off the riding season with two April
rides to the “Falls.” The first to Swan Falls Dam, was enjoyed by
a small group who faced the challenges of high winds, light debris
on the roads, and unpredictable tumbleweeds that crossed in front
and sometimes swirled 30 feet above us. Logging a total of 500
member miles, we ended up with five participants on four Wings.
After a short stop at the Dam, we enjoyed authentic Peruvian foods
at the Lima Limon restaurant in Kuna.
Mid-April brought nicer weather and a Friday excursion to
Shoshone Falls. Although the temperature climbing to the mid70’s provided near perfect riding conditions, the seasonal winds
continued to present challenges. With an early morning start from
East Boise, many riders had to traverse morning traffic on both the
interstate and secondary roads to arrive on-time for an 8:00 am
KSU start. Increasing the number of bikes/trikes to five, this was
again an all Gold Wing ride with six participants logging more
than 2000 member miles.
In keeping with the Earth Day conservation theme, we passed a
huge solar panel farm on I-84, numerous power generating wind
mills outside of Mountain Home and finally the hydroelectric
plant at Twin Falls on the Snake River. Upon arriving at the
Perrine Bridge Visitor Center in Twin Falls, we met up with Lyle
Towne, Chapter G Ride Coordinator and Dick Goetsch, Chapter
G Assistant Director. Lyle was a gracious host who provided info
about the Perrine Bridge, Snake River Canyon and local
attractions. Lyle then led us to Shoshone Falls where the rushing
water over the falls was so intense that the resulting spray at the
observation deck and parking lot dampened our bikes but not our
spirits!

As an added treat, Lyle suggested we visit the hydroelectric
plant a few miles up the river at Twin Falls. Although only a
single waterfall is now visible, the additional stop proved quite
interesting.
Following lunch, we started our ride back home. Combining
165 miles of interstate riding with about 200 miles along the
Old Oregon Trail, Old US 30 and other secondary roads, we
enjoyed a variety of scenic vistas along our route. The 10+
hour trip caused me to reflect on what our GWRRA President,
Anita Alkire, refers to as the “rhythm of the road” discussed
in the May 2018 edition of Wing World magazine. I suddenly
realized that my rhythm of riding “tank-to-tank,” only
stopping for gas and when reaching a predetermined
destination, may not be compatible with riders who are
interested in more frequent stops and visiting points of interest
along the way. In planning future rides, I will work to
accommodate the needs and interests of each rider to ensure
an enjoyable experience for all.
Our next ride is on Saturday, May 5th for Cinco de Mayo with
lunch at the El Erradero restaurant in Baker City, Oregon. I
hope to see more of you out by then!

Gary Collins
Ride Coordinator

Gary & Liz

“If you’re ridin’ ahead of the herd, take a look back every now and then
to make sure it’s still there.”
Will Rogers
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By Carl & Kaye Maier (Edited)
Asst Motorist Awareness Coordinators WA-M
gwrra.org

As the Motorist Awareness Coordinator, I am usually talking to the other people who are sharing the road with us,
telling them about us riding bikes and trikes, and how they can help us enjoy the ride. I also try to learn more about
what they think about us and how they react to what I am trying to convey to them about how to keep us safe on the
road.
The following is what I have learned from talking with them one on one, as a group, and even while talking to driving
instructors. Even the driving instructors, drivers, and riders need to learn about what to do and to watch for. The small
things can become very serious to all of us because they can cause an accident. Like drivers who do not take the
handicap hanger off the mirror or the vehicle with the large sticker in the middle of the rear window as these cause
blind spots, and not giving us four seconds while following us.
• Drivers aren’t “out to get you.” If one pulls out in front of you, most likely they didn’t see you and meant no harm.
Responding with road rage doesn’t help anyone. If it seems they are driving aggressively, give them more space and/or
let them go ahead of you.
• Do what you can to be seen. Bright colors and reflective material on your bike, helmet, and jacket really stand out in
traffic. That driver seeing your brightly colored gear may just give them the heads up they need to avoid a collision.
• Practice your skills. Maximum braking, swerving, and cornering are skills that you can never be too good at –
practice, practice, practice.
• Avoid alcohol when riding. Alcohol is one of the leading factors in motorcycle crashes and fatalities. It greatly
reduces your ability to see other vehicles early enough to avoid them. It impairs your judgment, reaction time,
coordination, and balance.
• Dress for success – protect your arms, hands, legs, feet, eyes, and head. You are exposed to the wind, the sun, bugs,
dust. If there is a collision, you are vulnerable to the roadway itself and other vehicles. Good riding gear can greatly
minimize injury in the event of a mishap.
We are all road users – cars, trucks, buses, motorcycles, scooters, bicycles, and pedestrians. Let’s practice sharing the
road!

“When you gamble with safety, you bet your life.”
Unknown
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Happy 8th -- Chapter T!
May 1, 2018 brings the 8th anniversary of Chapter T’s charter! We hope you will attend the
Gathering, wear your Chapter shirts, and get ready to have a few laughs.
The Chapter will once again have a cake to celebrate. This year, Sonny and Mary have invited the
Chapter Members to their house for ice cream after the Gathering. So -- we will plan to have our
birthday cake with ice cream at their house instead of at the Gathering.
Let’s plan to celebrate a successful Chapter T as we turn 8 this year – and oh yes, eat some great
cake and ice cream. Thank you to Sonny and Mary for the invitation!

May Historical Trivia

This year marks the 144th Kentucky Derby, held annually
the first Saturday in May in Louisville, KY. Three-year-old
thoroughbreds run a distance of one and a quarter miles,
affectionately referred to as the “Run for the Roses.®”
because of its red rose horseshoe wreath placed around the
neck of the winning horse. It is considered “The Greatest
Two Minutes in Sports.” This event is rich in the traditions
of sipping mint juleps, ladies donning fancy hats, and fans
singing “My Old Kentucky Home.” It’s quite the
experience! (Just had to give where I grew up a plug!)

May 1, 1931 – The Empire State Building Opened
May 3, 1937 – Margaret Thatcher Britain’s first female PM
May 5, 1961 – Alan Shepherd 1st American manned space flight
May 6, 1937 – The Hindenburg crashed in Lakehurst, NJ
May 7, 1945 – Germany surrendered to the US
May 8, 1919 – First transatlantic flight
May 10, 1818 – Paul Revere died in Boston
May 10, 1908 - First Mother’s Day observed WVA & PA
May 16, 1929 – First Academy Awards held in Hollywood
May 17, 1875 – First Kentucky Derby
May 21, 1881 – Clara Barton founded the Red Cross
May 23, 1934 – Gangsters Bonnie & Clyde were killed
May 24, 1883 – Brooklyn Bridge Opened
May 25, 1935 – Babe Ruth hit his 714th & last Home Run
May 27, 1937 - Golden Gate Bridge Opened
May 30, 1911 – First Indianapolis 500
May 31, 1927 – Last Ford Model T automobile was made

“Our connection to one another is the bridge that closes the gap.”
Unknown
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Membership Enhancement
“Recruitment”
Joey

Over the years there has been a steady decline in membership in almost every group I have ever been affiliated with. Why is that?
I suspect the advent of technology and the current social climate have partially led to that decline. We often hear “too busy” or “I
don’t have time” or “no longer interested.” Okay (but the last time I checked we all had the same 24 hours in a day). Then we
encounter those who believe that they are “entitled” to certain requisites from an organization without making any personal
investment in it. Hmm… Once there was an eagerness, a priority, to set aside time to share experiences with other like-minded
individuals – friends -- a “spirit” if you will, that seems to have been displaced over time. This recreational sport of motorcycling
that has allowed us to organize needs an infusion of spirit -- from YOU! Resurrecting your own spirit could help to interest others
in joining us to make their own wonderful, shared experiences through Membership in GWRRA. We must encourage the next
generation of riders to consider the benefits that GWRRA provides. That again is -- WE -- as in all of us.
Idaho is uniquely situated, both geographically and culturally, and recruiting new members presents different challenges in our
respective areas. One would think that being a riding enthusiast would be enough to interest any fellow cycle rider you meet. Not
so much. Even knowing an individual that you have invited to a Gathering, Ride, or Event is not always a guarantee that the visit
will become a relationship and that it will be successful. Some may have had a prior negative group experience and are not
interested in becoming involved in a riding group. Then there are those individuals who truly enjoy riding alone or with a couple
of friends and no amount of lobbying will change their attitude about riding groups. Finally, there are others who cannot or will
not interact effectively in a group. We must respect and embrace all these diverse feelings and attitudes, and just move on. There
is nothing positive to be gained by beating a dead horse.
Motorcycling for many began as a necessity for economic reasons – inexpensive transportation. Who hasn’t known a struggling
student or young worker who used a motorcycle to get them where they needed to be? Then riding became an activity for fun, a
real sport so to speak, and eventually riding groups formed. Groups, however, are often perceived as restrictive and some
individuals may feel threatened by subscribing to certain protocols. It takes great patience and skill to facilitate an understanding
of what GWRRA is, the benefits it provides, and how our not-for-profit association differs from a “club.” GWRRA’s primary mission
is to promote friendship and safe motorcycle riding through education, hence its motto “Friends for Fun, Safety and Knowledge.”
Membership opportunities are many and varied. Sometimes we are successful in our recruitment efforts, sometimes we are not.
We rely on the strength of our Chapter unity to help us bridge our encounters and support new and prospective members. We all
remain stewards of our Chapter.

Joey Goff

Membership Enhancement Coordinator
Asst District MEC/Couple of the Year Coordinator

“Our most significant opportunities
will be found in times of greatest challenge.”
Thomas S Monson
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Ride By and Visit with John & Denise Scholl
April 15, 2018

“It’s a good day when time is spent with a friend.”
Joey Goff

Swan Falls Rides
April 7 & 8, 2018

Windy rides with hundreds of tumbleweeds everywhere!

“Write it on your heart that every day is the best day of the year.”
Ralph Waldo Emerson
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April Chapter Gathering
April 17, 2018

Shoshone Falls Ride
April 20, 2018

Congratulations!
April 50/50 - Tim Hursh
Door Prize – Karen Hollenbeck

“Friendship is the greatest luxury of life.”
Edward Everett Hale
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Some Closing Thoughts…
We had quite an eventful April and leading into May, we anticipate that the
weather will now be friendlier to us. Flexibility is the name of the game, and
I always like to have an Alternate Plan B should we get duped by Mother
Nature!

102nd Indianapolis 500
May 27, 2018
The most famous spectacle in racing!
The Indianapolis 500 was held for the
first time in 1911. Racer Ray Harroun
completed the course in 6 hours and 42
minutes and averaged 74.59 miles per
hour. It was not until 1925 that average
speeds of 100 mph were reached; 200
mph didn’t come along until 1977, the
same year that Janet Guthrie became
the first woman to qualify for the race.

Well okay, time to be a noodge again. Please submit your first bike or first
Honda pictures along with your current bike. I already have a few, but some
of you are holding out on me – c’mon now!! I know that you can find
something to stump us with. At the end of the year, we will have a bit of fun
with these pictures (if I can get more participation). And we always welcome
any relevant articles or anecdotes from you to share with others.
We have a fantastic Ride Calendar, and we hope to see you on many of the
rides and events. Thanks to all our Idaho Chapters who are coordinating their
rides with one another this year. Watch your email for a new coordinated ride
and event with Chapter G on May 12. Let’s continue to get some good riding
turnouts and interactions going within our District!
Have a safe and memorable holiday weekend and be extra cautious this month
for Motorcycle Safety Awareness if you are traveling. Remember to fly your
flags for Armed Forces Day and over the Memorial Day weekend.
See you at our next Gathering, Ride, or Event. Until next time, keep smiling!

Joey Goff 😊
Newsletter Editor

Memorial Day in the United States, originally called
Decoration Day, has been observed since the Civil War to
honor soldiers who gave their lives for their country.

“A nation that does not honor its heroes will not long endure.”
President Abraham Lincoln
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2018 GWRRA TEAMS
IDAHO CHAPTERS
Chapter B Lewiston
Chapter E Idaho Falls
Chapter G Twin Falls
Chapter H Coeur d'Alene
Chapter T Nampa

Larry Fowler
Pat & Marilyn Barnes
Don Sawyer
George Anderson
Glen Goff

Lafowler3@live.com
GWRRA_IDE@yahoo.com
sawyer6021@gmail.com
georgencathy@hotmail.com
glengoff@hotmail.com

Glen & Joey Goff
Don Sawyer
Gary Evans
Martie Mitchell
Joey Goff
Rich & Sue Davis
Chuck Grimm
Glen & Joey Goff
Open
Open

glengoff@hotmail.com
sawyer6021@gmail.com
mdkakk@cableone.net
mysportgear@gmail.com
jgoff4570@hotmail.com
djrwd2@gmail.com
chuckgrimm@gwrra-n.org
jgoff4570@hotmail.com

Anita & JR Alkire
Tim & Anna Grimes
Larry & Penny Anthony
Clara & Fred Boldt
Randall & Janet Drake
Mike & Barri Critzman

aalkire@gwrra.org
tgrimes@gwrra.org
mepgwrra@gmail.com
toledotriker@gmail.com
financedirector@gwrra.org
itsawingthing@hotmail.com
dan.sanderovich@gmail.com

IDAHO DISTRICT TEAM
District Directors
Asst District Directors
District Treasurer
District Membership Enhancement
Asst MEC/COY Coordinator
District Rider Educators
District Webmaster
District Newsletter Editors
District Ride Coordinator
District University Trainer

TEAM GWRRA
President and Wingman
Director of Rider Education
Director of Membership Enhancement

Director of GWRRA University
Director of Finance
Director of Motorist Awareness
Executive Director Overseas

Dan & Rachel Sanderovich

“Leadership is not about being in charge.
Leadership is taking care of those in your charge.”
Simon Sinek

